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Your OMS is critical
to your Supply Chain

But is it up to the mark?
Your Order Management System (OMS) gives you 
absolute visibility and control over your supply 
chain. Get it right with Pivotree Evolve, providing 
you with an assessment of the current state, and 
detailed insights to help you with optimization and 
clarity around the next steps to take with your OMS.

Pivotree Evolve, A First-of-its-Kind 
Sterling OMS Assessment Tool
Evolve gives clear, actionable results for confident 
decision-making. The OMS analysis tool answers 
these key questions:

Is my code quality
up to the mark?

Is my code too complex with 
more possible break points?

How does my current
Sterling OMS version
compare with others?

Do I need an OMS upgrade?

Does my OMS have bugs 
and vulnerabilities?

A comprehensive health
check for your OMS.

Reduce the complexity of
supply chain evolution.

Do it all with
Pivotree Evolve
Optimize your OMS.
Compare Sterling OMS versions. 

Evolve



Evolve lets you know if you should
fix, upgrade or change your current OMS

What Pivotree Evolve
can do for you

Analyze
Detect bugs, vulnerabilities and
inefficient/excessive code in your current OMS 
- Provide Codebase of OMS/WMS for quality check
- Evolve runs code quality check
- Evolve generates report with bugs and vulnerabilities
- Evolve also measures your code cyclomatic
 complexity so you’re able to increase its stability

Compare
Tally current OMS version against advanced
ones to assess if you need an upgrade,
see the differences, and know what to expect

- Provide ERD Home zip file 
- Choose versions to compare 
- Evolve generates Comparison Report elaborating
 on added/removed features in latest version

Modify
Make multiple changes and replacements
to your OMS code, all at once
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Speed

Get a detailed
overview of your
OMS in no time

Quality

Access high quality 
reports with actionable 
outcomes and insights

Usability

Run an analysis/
comparison in a
few easy steps

Are you ready to

modernize your OMS, 

and start the evolution

of your next gen Supply 

Chain Orchestration

LEARN MORE NOW


